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VIII
WHAT DID JESUS WRITE
ACCORDING TO JOHN 8:6b–8 ?
John 8:6b–8
o` de. VIhsou/j ka,tw ku,y aj tw/| daktu,l w|
kate,g rafen eivj th.n gh/ n Å
w` j de. evp e, m enon evr wtw/ ntej auvto, n (
av n e,k uyen kai. ei=p en auvt oi/j (
~O av n ama,r thtoj 1 u`m w/ n prw/ t oj ev p V auvth.n bale,tw li,q onÅ
kai. pa,l in kataku, y aj e;g rafen eivj th.n gh/ n Å
And Jesus, having bent down, with the finger
was writing on the ground,
and when they continued asking him,
having straighten up said to them,
“The sinless1 of you – first let him cast the stone at her.”
And again having stooped down,
he was writing on the ground.
J. H. Bernard (1928: 715) begins his commentary on the
“Pericope de Adultera” in John 7:53–8:11 by stating that
THE section (perikoph, ) of the Fourth Gospel which contains
this incident is contained in many late manuscripts and
versions, but it cannot be regarded as Johannine or as part of
the Gospel text. It is not found in any of the early Greek
uncials, with the single exception of Codex Bezae (D), . . .
The section is omitted also in important cursives, e.g. 22, 33,
565 (in which minuscule there is a note that the scribe knew
of its existence).

Years later Raymond Brown (1966: 335) agreed, affirming
that the pericope was clearly a later insertion into the Fourth
Gospel.
This passage is not found in any of the important early Greek
textual witnesses of Eastern provenance (e.g., in neither
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Bodmer papyrus); nor is it found in the Old Syriac or the
Coptic. There are no comments on this passage by the Greek
writers on John of the 1st Christian millennium, and it is only
from ca. 900 that it begins to appear in the standard Greek
text. . . . The 3rd-century Didascalia Apostolorum II 24:6;
Funk ed., I, 93) gives a clear reference to the story of the
adulteress and uses it as a presumably well-known example
of our Lord’s gentleness; this work is of Syrian origin, and the
reference means that this story was known (but not necessarily as Scripture) in 2nd-century Syria.2

Tregelles (1854: 240) noted, “the peculiarities of the language [in Jn 7:53–8:11] are indeed remarkable, and very
unlike anything else in St. John’s Gospel; but to this it might
be said, that the copies differ so much that it is almost
impossible to judge what the true phraseology is.” 3 For example, though John 7:53–8:11 does not appear at all in the Old
Syriac versions, in the later Peshit.ta texts (as in the London
Polyglott of 1657) 4 there is no word in John 8:6b for the
Greek tw/ | daktu, lw “with the finger.” It simply reads,

a[ra l[ awh btkm !hgta txtl dk !yd [wvy
“While Jesus was bent down he was writing on the ground.”5
(By way of contrast, most English translations add a word by
rendering the tw/| daktu,lw| as “with his finger,” as though a
possessive auvtou were in the Greek text.)
The fact that kate,grafen “he was writing / registering /
drawing” appears in 8:6, in contrast to the e;grafen “he was
writing,” in 8:8, led Bernard (1928: 719) to conclude that
. . . on this occasion He was only scribbling with His finger
on the ground, a mechanical action which would suggest only
an unwillingness to speak on the subject brough before Him,
and preoccupation with His own thoughts.

Brown (1966: 334) came to a similar conclusion, stating,
“. . . Jesus was simply tracing lines on the ground while he was
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thinking, or wished to show imperturability, or to contain his
feeling of disgust for the violent zeal shown by the accusers.”
He called attention to Power’s article in Biblica (1921: 54–57)
with examples from Arabic literature of people doodling on
the ground when distraught.6
However, the parallel of Jesus’ writing before he spoke and
the Roman legal practice of having a judge write his sentence
before reading it aloud (as noted by T. W. Manson [1952–53:
255–256] and cited by Brown) is significant. It matches the
authority of the written word found in biblical tradition (the
phase “as it is written” appears forty-five times in the KJV and
forty-six times in the RSV). In this context Darrett’s words
(1964: 17) are noteworthy:
Everything points to Jesus’ concerns for the woman’s position, though not in any particular sympathy for her. It points
in any case serious reflexion. He was concerned, to judge
from the oral reply, that whatever was to be done should be
done in righteousness. The two acts of writing therefore
ought to have formed a piece with the oral reply, and can be
most easily and naturally explained as acts directed towards
the establishment of law [my italics]. If this is so the possibilities are very few, and our choice is greatly limited.7

Whereas Darrett’s choice involved the unpointed [Xr of
Exod 23:1b as the clue for identifying what Jesus may have
written, a better choice is to consider what may have been the
Hebrew Vorlage of the two verses dealing with Jesus’ writing.
A literal back translation into a consonantal Hebrew text
—with the deliberate underlined dittography of three letters
in 8:6b—produces the following text and translation which
includes two rare Hebrew lexemes:

[bcb btk [wXy hxXw
rp[h l[ w[bc
wta laXl wpyswh rXakw
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~hyla rmaw ~q
!w[ ylb ~km Xyah
!ba hyl[ lqsy !wXar
`rp[h l[ btk tynX hxvw
Bending over Jesus wrote with the finger
his religious-decision in the dust;
and when they continued to ask him
he rose up and said to them,
“The man from you without sin,
first let him cast a stone upon her.”
And stooping over again he wrote about forgiveness.8
The first [bc in this reconstructed Vorlage is a variant of
a['bc. i / [B;ca. ,, “finger” from [bc, stem II, the cognate of
% c ) and
Arabic
(s.uba
(cis.ba c ) “finger”— spelled with

^"$L

an

]$Lé

^ ( ayin) as the third letter of the stem.
c

9

The underlined second [bc “religious decision / opinion”
is the cognate of the Arabic
(s.ibg'at)—spelled with an
(g'ayin) as the last letter of the stem—meaning “religion,
religious law.” It is a synonym of (1)
(dîn) “religious
judgment,” (2)
(millat) “religious practice,” and (3)
c
(šari% at) “religious law and anything whereby one advances
himself in the order of God” (Lane 1872: 1648).10
Because the Hebrew [ appears for the cognate ( cayin)
and (g'ayin), homographs of distinctly different words may
appear. Such is the case for the w[bc [bcb in the reconstructed Vorlage above. Once written the two words appeared
as though they were a dittography of one word, resulting in a
scribal pseudo-correction of eliminating one of the words, or,
in the case of the Vorlage of the Peshit.ta, both words.

b

Ç_$L

Çps

b

yÜ<

Ç[Ü?H

^
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In the above reconstructed Vorlage the rp[h l[ “upon
the dust” in John 8:6b is not the same as the rp[h l[ in John
8:8. The Hebrew rp[ is a homograph for four lexemes: (1)
rp'[' “dry earth, dust, (2) rp,[o “young hart, stag,” (3) rp,[e
“small creeping beast, insect, reptile rodent,” which appears in
Gen 3:14,11 and (4) rpu[' “forgiveness” which appears here in
the Vorlage of John 8:8. This rpu[,' stem IV, is the cognate
of the Arabic
(g' afara) “he (God) covered, his sin, crime,
offence; he forgave it; pardoned it; . . . [with]
(g'ufra%n)
and
(mag'firat), on the part of God, signifying the preserving a man from being touched by punishment.” The nouns
(g'a%fir) and
(g'afu%r) are epithets of God meaning,
“covering and forgiving the sins, crimes, and offences, of his
people” (Lane 1877: 2273–2274). Wehr (1979: 794) noted
that
( cid calg'ufra%n) is the “Day of Atonement,”
Yom Kippur. This rp;[' is a synonym of lx;m' and xl;s'.
With the recovery of these two lost words, [b'ce “religious
decision / opinion” and rpue[' “forgiveness” Darrett’s statement
(1964: 17) that “the two acts of writing therefore ought to
have formed a piece with the oral reply, and can be most easily
and naturally explained as acts directed towards the establishment of law,” are right on target. Jesus was writing in the
dust (1) his answer to the scribes and Pharisees, and (2) his
word of forgiveness for the woman. There was no doodling or
scribbling.12 He was focused and careful, for a woman’s life
was at stake. Once he had written out his [b'ce “religious
decision / opinion” in response to the question addressed to
him (8:6b), he stood and recited—no doubt with rabbinic
authority —his new halakah when applying Mosaic law:

?dª`

É?dª_s

?c"`

zé?dª`

@Ñdª`

zé?dª_ªoé ;á\

!b,a, h'yle[] lqosy. I !AvarI !A[' yliB. ~K,mi vyaihi '
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“The sinless man of you – first let him cast a stone at her.”
~O av n ama,r thtoj u`m w/ n prw/ t oj ev p V auv th. n bale,t w li, q on..
Jesus’ second act of writing in 8:8 follows naturally as he
shifted his attention away from the accusers to the accused
woman and wrote something for her. This time it was
probably rpu[-' l[;, “concerning forgiveness.” (The Vorlage
here may have had the phrase rp[ l[ rp[ l[ btk, to be
read as rpu['-l[; rp'['-l[; bt;K,' “he wrote upon the dust
about forgiveness.” If so the second rp[ l[ appeared to be
a scribal dittography and was subsequently dropped.) Having
written rp[ l[ / rpu[-' l[; “concerning forgiveness,” Jesus
stood and addressed the accused woman and told her of his
forgiving her: “Nor do I condemn you.”
Jesus’ focus on forgiveness here reflects his agenda and
priorities. In Matt 6:9, 12, 14–15 are these familiar words:
This, then, is how you should pray, . . . Forgive us our sins,
just as we have forgiven those who have sinned against us
. . . . If you forgive those who sin against you, your heavenly
Father will forgive you. But if you refuse to forgive others,
your Father will not forgive your sins.

According to Luke 23:34 Jesus prayed: “Father, forgive them
[his executioners]; for they know not what they do”; and in
Luke 23:43 Jesus said to a forgiven malefactor, “Truly I say
to you, today you shall be with me in Paradise.”
CONCLUSION
The question “What did Jesus write according to John 8:
6b–8?” can be answered only through speculation. The Greek
texts offer few clues, but once a Hebrew Vorlage is created
from the Greek texts, with all the ambiguous homographs of
an unpointed Hebrew text, new clues present themselves. The
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options are further enhanced when efforts are made to recover
lost Hebrew lexemes by looking at Arabic cognates, a
technique which has been practiced for centuries. The recovery of rpu[' “forgiveness” and [b'ce “a religious decision
/ judgment,” as proposed in this study, has provided two
lexemes that are contextually a perfect match. Thus, Jesus
appears to have first written in the dust the words he spoke to
the adulteress’ accusers in 8:6b, “Let him who is without sin
. . . .” His second writing, focused on the adulteress herself,
and dealt with forgiveness (rpu[') and her being forgiven.
Once written Jesus verbalized his judgment: “Nor do I condemn you; go and sin no more.” He gave the adulteress’
accusers a new halakah “rule” for applying the Law,” and he
gave the adulteress a new halakah “pathway” for living out
her life.
NOTES
1. K. H. Rengstorf (1964: 334–335) noted,
In the NT the only occurrence [of avn
v ama,rthtoj] is in the
challenge of Jesus in the story of the woman taken in adultery:

o`` avnama,rthtoj u`mw/n prw/toj evpV auvth.n bale,tw li,qon
(Jn. 8:7). What is meant is very generally the one who is not
burdened by any guilt; reference to God is the self evident
presupposition. The history of the word gives us no grounds
for taking it to mean those who are not guilty of sexual sin,
i.e., adultery, after the pattern of a specific interpretation of
avmartwloj in Lk. 7:37 and evpi. avmarti,a| in Jn 8:3 D
(instead of evn moicei,a|). Indeed, the context forbids this, for
Jesus is dealing with the scribes and Pharisees, against whom
the charge of adultery could hardly be leveled, and no other
sexual sin seems to be in question. The best explanation of
avnama,rthtoj in this passage is thus the general but concrete
a;neu avnomi,aj of Y 58:4 [MT 59:5, !wO['-yliB]. .
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2. Edward F. Hills (1984: 154) argued that the Pericope de
Adultera was originally in the Fourth Gospel but was set
aside out of moral prudery.
The facts of history indicate that during the early Christian
centuries throughout the Church adultery was commonly
regarded as such a serious sin that it could be forgiven, if at
all, only after severe penance. For example, Cyprian (c. 250)
says that certain bishops who preceded him in the province of
North Africa "thought that reconciliation ought not to be
given to adulterers and allowed to conjugal infidelity no place
at all for repentance." Hence offence was taken at the story of
the adulterous woman brought to Christ, because she seemed
to have received pardon too easily. Such being the case, it is
surely more reasonable to believe that this story was deleted
from John's Gospel by over-zealous disciplinarians than to
suppose that a narrative so contrary to the ascetic outlook of
the early Christian Church was added to John's Gospel from
some extra-canonical source. There would be a strong motive
for deleting it but no motive at all for adding it, and the
prejudice against it would make its insertion into the Gospel
text very difficult.

Marlowe (2004) provided online a lengthy extract of Hills’
defense of this pericope as being Johannine, which is available
by clicking here.
3. Brown (1966: 336) made the same point, noting that “the
style is not Johannine either in vocabulary or grammar.
Stylistically, the story is more Lucan than Johannine.”
4. Click here to view the Peshit.ta of John 8:1-11 in the London Polyglot.
5. Note Num 19:4, where the Septuagint also lacks a word for
the MT A[B'c.a,B “with his finger.”
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6. Others associate Jesus’ writing with the handwriting on the
wall in Daniel 5:24, or the “you shall be written on earth” in
Jer 17:13,” or the injunction in Exod 23:1b not to join hands
with a wicked man. For other proposals, see Darrett, 1964:
16, note 3.
7. Darrett’s choice focused on Exod 23:1b, ^d>y" tv,T-' la;
sm'x' d[e tyOh.li [v'r'-~[I “do not join your hand with a
wicked man to be a malicious witness.” Because the written
[Xr could be either [v'r" “a wicked person” or [v,r<
“wickedness” (in the abstract), “[Jesus’] refusal to be a party
to what may be an unrighteous decision merges imperceptibly
with a warning to the questioners that their own activities
must be justifiable , and that it is not sufficient that they or
some of them saw her in the act of adultery” (1964: 21).
8. Compare the translation of John 8:6b–8 Isaac Salkinson
and Christian D. Ginsburg:

`#r<a'h'-l[; A[B'c.a,B. wt'y>w: [:WvyE xx;ATv.YwI :
~h,ylea] rm,aYOw: ~q'Y"w: Atao laov.li WpysiAh rv,a]k;w>
`hn"AvarI !b,a, HB'-hD<y: !A['me yqin" ~k,b'-ymi
`#r<a'h'-l[; dA[ wt'y>w: tynIve xx;ATv.YIw:
and the translation of Franz Delitzsch:

`[q'r>Q;h;-l[; A[B'c.a,B. wt'y>w: hJm;l. [;wvyE @K;YIw:
wyn"y[e-ta, aF'YIw: Atao laov.li WpysiAh rv,a]K; yhiyw> :
HB'-hD<y: aWh [v;Pm, i @x; ~k,b' ymi ~h,ylea] rm,aYow:
`[q;r>Q;h;-l[; wt'y>w: hJ'm'l. tyInIve @K;Y>w: `hn"AvarIB' !b,a,
(Click here for the complete Salkinson-Ginsburg Hebrew New
Testament; and here for the complete Franz Delitzsch Hebrew
New Testament.)
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9. See Jastrow1259; KBS 998–999. [bc, stem II, should not
be confused with [bc, stem I, “to dye, to dip, to immerse,”
the cognate of
(s.abag'a), which is spelled with an an
(g'ayin). Hava (1915: 388) and Wehr (1979: 586) noted that
(s.abag'a) “he dyed, dipped, immersed” appears in the
name of John the Baptist,
( yuh.anna% cals.%abig').

a$L

b

a$L

a#"Koé "x/ÑªÜ

yÜ<

10. Lane (1867: 944–945) noted that the synonym
(dîn),
the cognate of !yDi “to judge/ judgment,” means “obedience
without any restriction . . . obedience to, and the service of,
% n) ( = !Y:D:) means “a judge or
God”; and the noun
(dayya
governor . . . a manager, a conductor, or an orderer of [the]
affairs of another.” Similarly, the synonym
(millat), the
cognate of hL'mi “word, utterance” means “a way of belief and
practice in respect of religion” (Lane 1893: 3023). Hava
(1915: 388) cited also
(tas.abbig' ) “to profess” and
(s.abg'at) “a [religious] opinion.” The synonym
(šari% cat)
has become the loanword shariah “(Islamic) religious law.”

z"Ü<

Çps

a$K'

Ç[Ü?H

Ç_$L

11. See Chapter I, “Reptile Rations in Genesis 3:14 and Isaiah 65:25,” in my book Clarifying Baffling Biblical Passages,
available online by clicking HERE. There it is noted that rp[,
stem III, is the cognate with Arabic ?dª` (g'fr), which Lane
(1867: 842; 1877: 2274) defined as “[the ?dª` (g' ifr) is] a certain Ç$ªÜÖ< (duwaybbat) [by which may be meant a small beast
or creeping thing, or an insect]” i.e., a synonym of Çª#!< (da)bbat) about which Lane noted “The dim. [signifying Any small
animal that walks or creeps or crawls upon the earth, a small
beast, a small reptile or creeping thing, a creeping insect, and
any insect, and also a mollusk, . . .] is Ç$ªÜ Ö< (duwaybbat).”
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12. This is in disagreement with Power (1921:54) who stated:
A number from examples from various Arabic authors . . .
will show more clearly the signification of the action of Our
Divine Lord. It should be noted that in all cases the writing is
the mechanical action of tracing figures or letters on the
ground, not the intellectual one of expressing thought by
written words . . . .

Quite to the contrary, Lane (1865: 759) included in his definition of T7 (h. at. .t a) “he made a marks / lines (on the ground or
in the sand)”—which was used in divination and geomancy—
the following: “You say also, when a man is meditating upon
his affair, and considering what may be its issue, or result,
Q@àé £c£T8Ü zâc (fula%nu tah. ut. .t u f î cl cars. i) ‘such a one
makes lines, or marks, upon the ground’. . . see St. John’s
Gospel, ch. viii. verses 6 and 8.]”
Lane referred the reader to the synonym )lw (nakata)
(1893: 2846) where he noted,

%áOhª# Q@àé )lw (nakata

c c

l ars. i biqad. îbi) “he struck the
ground with a stick, or with his finger, so that it made a
mark, or marks, upon it, with its extremity; an action of one
reflecting, or meditating, and anxious.” [Thus our Saviour
seems to have done in the case of the woman taken in
adultery: see S. John viii. 6 and 8.]

